
This hike starts at the train station of Fribourg 
 1  and continues towards the «Cathédrale 

Saint-Nicolas»  2 . From there you can spot the 
Poya bridge  3  in its full length. The path 
continues down towards the Sarine river which 
is crossed on the bridge of Berne. Shortly after, 
the Gottéron gorge opens its flanks on the  
right hand side. 
 Before entering the valley you will see  
the «Fontaine de la Fidélité»  4  on your right. 
Behind it there is the last wooden house of the 
old days built right on to the molasse wall. At 
the end of the street you will find the charming 
little chapel of «St-Béat» that used to be a place 
of pilgrimage to get protection against animals 
and diseases. 
 Moving further along the Gottéron river 
you will pass a fish farm  5 . It was actually on 
the iced pool of that farm where the ice hockey 
team of HC Fribourg-Gottéron was founded in  
a cold night in december 1937 by a few passio-
nate youngsters from the neighbourhood.

After walking past the fish farm, the gorge 
awaits, where the footbridges and sturdy 
wooden steps will ease your way through this 
idyllic landscape. At the end of the gorge, go 
towards Bourguillon  6  to come back to 
Fribourg.

Note: Be aware that the path along the Gottéron 
river can sometimes be flooded and therefore 
closed.  
 For a special experience one can also buy 
some trout at the fish farm for a bbq along the 
way (check for opening hours!). Alternatively, 
there is a Michelin star awarded restaurant in 
the village of Bourguillon.
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Length  10.7 km
Duration 3 h
Ascent / Descent 289 m / 373 m
Min. / Max. altitude 537 m / 686 m
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https://map.schweizmobil.ch/?lang=de&land=wanderland&route=all&photos=yes&logo=yes&season=summer&bgLayer=pk&resolution=2.62&E=2580396&N=1183615&detours=yes&layers=Wanderland&trackId=334399933

